
ORCHESTRA 
EUROPA

HYBRID CONCERT SERIES

Bringing you the very best in-person and at home concert 
programing. The American Orchestra Europa Foundation, in 
cooperation with OpusYou, is proud to present a Hybrid Concert 
Series, live from Hollywood and made available to audiences, 
at scheduled times throughout the year. Each concert has as its 
core a work by a composer and brings you the world’s greatest 
artistic talent that includes Orchestra Europa Fellows and 
musicians drawn from the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the LA 
Opera, and the LA Chamber Orchestra.

Hybrid Concert 1

Date: October 6, 2021
Time: 11:00am PST

The piece to be explored during the broadcast is Missa Sancti Nicolai
by Joseph Haydn, which is written for chorus and orchestra.

A fifty-minute live concert experience: Scott Ellaway, 
Artistic Director of Orchestra Europa, shines a light on
Joseph Haydn through a performance of Missa Sancti 
Nicolai. Saint Thomas the Apostle Hollywood provides a 
stunning backdrop as venue. During the concert audience 
members will be invited to ask the musicians questions  
via the live chat facility.



Cinematic Broadcast 

Release date: February 22, 2021

The work to be explored during the broadcast is the
Chichester Psalms by Leonard Bernstein. For this broadcast we have 
selected the version scored for chorus, boy soloist, organ, harp  
and percussion.

A thirty-minute cinematic experience: Scott Ellaway introduces the music of  Leonard 
Bernstein through his beloved Chichester Psalms. A tuneful, tonal and contemporary 
work, featuring modal melodies and unusual meters. Following the broadcast Extension 
Materials will be made available via the OpusYou platform via login so that teachers 
and students may continue their educational journey.

Cinematic Broadcast

Release date: May 10, 2021

The piece to be explored during the broadcast is Viri Galilaei 
by Patrick Gowers, scored for double choir, organ, brass, and 
percussion.

A fifty-minute cinematic experience: Scott Ellaway 
introduces British composer Patrick Gowers, a musician 
known for creating high atmosphere and drama within 
his musical compositions. Following the broadcast 
Extension Materials will be made available via the 
OpusYou platform via login so that teachers and  
students may continue their educational exploration.

Hybrid Concert 2

Date: February 9, 2022
Time: 11:00am PST

The work to be explored during the broadcast is the Chichester Psalms 
by Leonard Bernstein. For this broadcast we have selected the version 
scored for chorus, boy soloist, organ, harp and percussion.

A fifty-minute concert experience: Scott Ellaway introduces the music of Leonard Bernstein 
through his beloved Chichester Psalms. A tuneful, tonal and contemporary work, featuring 
modal melodies and unusual meters. During the concert audience members will be invited 
to ask the musicians questions via the live chat facility.

Hybrid Concert 3

Date: May 11, 2022
Time: 11:00am PST

The piece to be explored during the broadcast is Viri Galilaei 
by Patrick Gowers, scored for double choir, organ, brass, and 
percussion.

A fifty-minute concert experience: Scott Ellaway introduces 
British composer Patrick Gowers, a musician known for 
creating high atmosphere and drama within his musical 
compositions. During the concert audience members will  
be invited to ask the musicians questions via the live  
chat facility.


